We construct a special class of noncongruence modular subgroups and curves, analogous in some ways to the usual congruence ones. The subgroups are obtained via the Burau representation, and the associated quotient curves have a natural moduli space interpretation. In fact, they are reduced Hurwitz spaces corresponding to covers with 4 branch points and monodromy group equal to semi-direct products of a cyclic and an abelian group. Furthermore, they form a modular tower in the sense of Fried. We study representations on the cohomology of these fake congruence modular curves and also calculate the genera of certain quotient curves. ᮊ 1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The present work has two starting points. The first is the work of Oda and Terasoma on the Burau representation of the Artin braid group B . 
Ž .
n n n y1 U Supported in part by JSPS Grant P94015 and NSA Grant 032596. † The author expresses his thanks and acknowledges his debts to Takayuki Oda for introducing the topics considered in this paper and to Mike Fried for valuable discussions regarding Hurwitz spaces and connections with the modular group. We note that similar topics have been considered earlier by Helmut Voelklein, whose primary interest was the realization of certain finite groups of Lie type as Galois groups over ‫.ޑ‬ w x However, in O-T and this paper, it is shown that under certain conditions and for certain prime powers q, the map induces a surjective 3 homomorphism : PSL ‫ޚ‬ ª PSL ‫ކ‬ , 2 Ž . Ž .
2 2 q Ž where ‫ކ‬ is the finite field with q elements in it. In fact, we can define q such a in more generality. But then all we would know about its image is Ž w x . that it is a certain unitary subgroup of PGL ‫ޚ‬ rN N , where is a root 2 w x .
Ž. of unity and N N is an ideal in ‫ޚ‬ . Recall that PSL ‫ޚ‬ is generated by 2 ² : the images mod " 1 of Ž . Ž . 3 The kernel is the center Z B , which is generated by . 
Observe that D is the semi-direct product of ‫ޚ‬rN and ‫ޚ‬r2. x In fact, in F, B-F it is shown that given any transitive subgroup G of S n Ž . and conjugacy classes C C , . . . , C C of G, we can obtain a finite-index 1 4
Ž . subgroup ⌬ of SL ‫ޚ‬ . Moreover, the associated quotient curve ᒅr⌬ has a 2 moduli space interpretation. We therefore obtain a way of generating Ž . noncongruence subgroups of SL ‫ޚ‬ with additional structure associated 2 to them. w x In B2 , the following is shown. Suppose G is the semi-direct product w x Ž w x . 
w x covers X of ‫ސ‬ together with a subgroup of J X isomorphic to ‫ޚ‬ rN N.
We thus obtain a noncongruence N 0 Ž . modular curve with a moduli space interpretation which generalizes X N . 0 Furthermore, if we fix d and let N vary through powers of a prime p, then Ž w x. for certain p we obtain a modular tower see F2 .
It is our hope that these so-called ''fake congruence subgroups and modular curves'' will provide a fertile testing ground for many of the Ž objects and theories associated with the usual congruence ones Hecke . operators, action of Frobenius, . . . . Accordingly, we have begun their study in this paper.
The contents are as follows: in Section 2, we outline the basic framework in which we intend this work to be considered, including a review of Hurwitz spaces and their relation to noncongruence modular curves. In Section 3, we use the Oda᎐Terasoma theorem to construct fake congruence subgroups and fake congruence modular curves. In Section 4, we Ž . determine the character multiplicities of the representation of PSL ‫ކ‬ 2 q on the cohomology of our fake congruence modular curves. Finally, in Section 5, we determine the genera of various quotient curves. 1 Ž . classes of G. We are interested in parametrizing covers of ‫ސ‬ over ‫ރ‬ ramified over four points with monodromy group G and ramification data C. To do so, we introduce the following definitions. and g g C C for some g S . 
HURWITZ SPACES OF FOUR-BRANCH POINT COVERS AND FAKE CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS
Note that H is very closely related to B , since B is the fundamental 
Ž .
Thus Q sends g to g g g , sends g to g , and fixes the other two gi¨en by
The kernel is the quaternion group Q of order 8. where is the homomorphism of Proposition 1.
The Semidirect Product of Two Abelian
Groups and the Burau Representation. Our general set up is as follows. Suppose d G 1 is an integer, w x and is a primitive dth root of unity. Let N N be an ideal of ‫ޚ‬ coprime to d, and by abuse of notation, continue to denote the image of in w x w x ‫ޚ‬ rN N by . Subsequently, by ‫ޚ‬ rN N we will mean the additive group of w x Ž w x .
Thus we may form the semidirect product
This group is generated by ‫ޚ‬ rN N and symbols ␥ for ␥ g ‫ޚ‬ rN N , with the relations
. ‫ޚ‬ rN N , and the right-hand multiplication is in the ring ‫ޚ‬ rN N. Let w x ² :
U acts upon itself by addition, and the multiplicative group ‫ޚ‬ rN N acts w x w x on ‫ޚ‬ rN N by multiplication. Thus if ‫ޚ࠻‬ rN N s N, we obtain an embed-
where Q is the kernel of as in Proposition 1. Then we have a 
Ž w x. The reduced Burau representation see Bi is a homomorphism : Fox free calculus, or from the action of B on the homology of an infinite n cyclic extension of ‫ސ‬ 1 ramified over n q 1 points. Its action on the generators of B is given as Ž .
We have the following analogs of congruence groups and modular curves: If d s 2, we obtain the usual congruence objects with N N replaced by N.
Ž . Recall that PSL ‫ޚ‬ is the free product of the group of order 2 2 0 y1 Ž . generated by USU s and the group of order 3 generated by SU s
Ž . Since S s USUSU and ␥ s ␥ ␥ , we also see that S s ␥ . 
Ž . 
N N is coprime with d and 1 y r 1 y 2 F i F n , the prime factors ᒎ Ž . of N N di¨iding 6 satisfy N ᒎ G 10, N N is coprime to n y 4, and d is odd
A special case of this is the following. 
be the irreducible polynomial of q y1 over ‫.ޚ‬ We must factor T q w x q in ‫ކ‬ X ; the degree of each factor will be the residue field index of
Choose a primitive dth root of unity ␥ g ‫ކ‬ . Then
Ž . This is irreducible if and only if f is odd otherwise, it will be a square .
The same argument shows, upon factoring Lying over them are the points
Observe that the inertia group of P over p is generated by 
where ⌬ is the diagonal of X ᒍ and ⌫ is the graph of g acting on
We know that tr g N H X ᒍ , ‫ރ‬ s 1 for i s 0, 2, and we calculate Ž . ࠻Fix g as follows.
Note that our above comments tell us that if g is not conjugate to ␥ , i Ž . Ž . i s 2, 3, k, then ࠻Fix g s 0. Furthermore, the only points in X ᒍ with nontrivial stabilizers are the points lying over p , p , p . Thus if ␥ x s x, 2 3 k i then since ␥ , ␥ , ␥ all have relatively prime orders, we must have
This implies that
We now recall the following see F-H :
An element of the fourth type is said to be split Cartan and an element of the fifth type is said to be nonsplit Cartan. The nonsplit Cartan Ž . elements form a subgroup of order1 r2.
From examining the orders of each conjugacy class, we see that Ž . if 2 i N q y 1 , then ␥ is conjugate to a split Cartan element, and if 2 i N i Ž . w x1 , then ␥ is conjugate to a nonsplit Cartan element. Now by F-H , i q y 1, ␥ split ² :
Also, half the conjugates will equal ␥ and half will equal ␥ y1 . So
Putting this information together, we obtain the following.
¢ i
Remark. Our fake congruence groups are generalizations of regular congruence groups, since ‫ކ‬ s ⑀ and s e . The map We would like to know the multiplicity of each irreducible representa-Ž . Ž 1 Ž Ž . .. tion in our representation : PSL ‫ކ‬ ª Aut H X ᒍ , ‫ރ‬ . We may
is the character of and is irreducible.
Then the character multiplicities are as listed in Table I that map y1 to the identity. In the representation V, the character of 2 Ž . "1 is q, the character of a split respectively, nonsplit Cartan element is 2 Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . 1 respectively, y1 , and there are q y 3 r2 respectively, q y 1 r2 2 Ž 2 . conjugacy classes withrespectively, q y q elements in each class. Our multiplicity then becomes 
The multiplicities for Z q and Z y are
Again, summing up gives us the desired results.
Ž . e for some g ‫.ޒ‬ We can calculate e as follows: choose g g PSL ‫ޚ‬ 2 Ž .
Note. This differs sharply from the congruence case.
Ž . Proof. From our above calculations, we see that for any ␣ g PSL ‫ކ‬ ,
Then by the holomorphic Lefschetz fixed point theorem,
5. GENERA OF QUOTIENT CURVES Ž . Ž . 5.1. The Calculation. Let J ᒍ denote the Jacobian of X ᒍ . We would Ž . like to understand the decomposition of J ᒍ into simple factors. As a first step in this direction, we calculate the genera of certain quotient curves Let ⑀ s X q 3 mod 13, X y 7X q 1 . Then ⑀ s x q 6 X q 9, which Ž 2 . w x Ž 2 equals 8 mod 13, X y 7X q 1 . Now conjugation in ‫ޚ‬ X r 13, X y . 7X q 1 is given by X mod 13, X 2 y 7X q 1 ¬ X y1 mod 13, X 2 y 7X q 1 Ž . Ž .
s 7 y X mod 13, X 2 y 7X q 1 .
